1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Since the atomic force microscope was the first time presented by [@bib0030], it has evolved into a powerful, widely used tool in nanoscience and nanotechnology. The applications span the range from material science and biology to quality control in semiconductor industry. Particularly important for biological sciences is that the AFM enables recording images under aqueous, near physiological conditions with nanometer ([@bib0135; @bib0140; @bib0145]) or even sub-nanometer ([@bib0200]) resolution. Chemical functionalization ([@bib0045; @bib0055; @bib0225]) of the AFM tip allows the measurement of pico-Newton forces ([@bib0095; @bib0315; @bib0360]), as well as simultaneously topography and recognition imaging ([@bib0050; @bib0175; @bib0295; @bib0320]). Combination of AFM and optical ([@bib0180]) or fluorescence microscopy ([@bib0040]) has also been realized. A main -- if not the main -- limitation for a much wider use of this technique, e.g. industrial biotechnology, pharmacology, and medicine, is the long time (several minutes) that is required to take a high resolution AFM image. The foremost factors for this speed limitation in AFM imaging are the scanner, the feedback loop, and the cantilever. That it is possible to speed up the AFM has been demonstrated by several research groups since the early 1990s ([@bib0010; @bib0015; @bib0025; @bib0060; @bib0085; @bib0100; @bib0115; @bib0300; @bib0345]). During this time a lot of progress has been made in the field, especially in the development of small and sensitive low noise cantilevers for imaging ([@bib0035; @bib0105; @bib0110; @bib0340; @bib0355; @bib0365]), force spectroscopy ([@bib0105; @bib0335; @bib0340; @bib0350]), and force mapping ([@bib0245]), as well as in their detailed characterization ([@bib0240]). Some groups also fabricated special cantilevers with integrated actuators and/or sensors ([@bib0150; @bib0185; @bib0210; @bib0230]) for faster AFM imaging. With respect to scanners ([@bib0080; @bib0165; @bib0250]), optimized feedback ([@bib0370]), controlling ([@bib0005; @bib0160; @bib0255; @bib0260; @bib0305; @bib0325; @bib0330]), data acquisition ([@bib0065]) or even complete high speed AFM system ([@bib0070; @bib0115]), a lot of effort has been undertaken, too. Nonetheless, most of these high speed AFM components are limited to a certain number of research laboratories, because the developed instruments are highly specialized.

Cantilevers which combine high resonance frequency, high bandwidth, and low spring constant have been developed here, in which the cantilever design was optimized for several applications to achieve optimal performance. For example, molecular recognition force spectroscopy requires a particular soft cantilever, whereas a cantilever for high speed imaging needs a high resonance frequency. With cantilever lengths between 13 and 46 μm, widths of about 10 μm, and thicknesses of 150--600 nm, we were able to speed up a commercially available AFM by a factor of 10 in both ambient and aqueous conditions. We also detected diminished thermal force fluctuations, when performing single molecular recognition force spectroscopy.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Tip preparation {#sec0015}
--------------------

All used chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were of highest quality.

AFM tip functionalization for molecular recognition force microscopy: two functionalization methods, the ethanolamine. HCL ([@bib0045]) and the gas phase silanization using aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) ([@bib0045]) coating were tested. For ethanolamine-hydrochloride coating the small silicon oxynitride AFM cantilevers were cleaned with ethanol (3 × 5 min) and chloroform (3 × 5 min) and dried in a gentle stream of nitrogen. Afterwards the tips were incubated with 0.5 g/mL ethanolamine-hydrochloride in DMSO in the presence of molecular sieve (3 Å) at room temperature, to generate reactive amino groups on the tip surface.

For APTES coating the tips were cleaned as described before. APTES was freshly distilled under vacuum. For removal of air and moisture a desiccator was flooded with argon. Two small plastic trays were placed in the desiccator. 30 μl of APTES and 10 μl triethylamine were pippeted into the two trays and the AFM tips were placed nearby. After 120 min of incubation in the closed desiccator, APTES and triethylamine were removed and the desiccator again flooded with argon.

The Biotin-PEG-NHS crosslinker was covalently bound to the generated amino groups on the tips. For this, 1 mg of Biotin-PEG-NHS crosslinker was dissolved in 0.5 mL chloroform and the cantilevers were placed in this solution. As a catalyst 10 μl triethylamine was added to start the reaction. After 2 h, the tips were washed with chloroform (3 × 5 min) und dried with nitrogen. The cantilevers were stored in PBS Buffer (150 mM NaCl, and 5 mM NaH~2~PO~4~) at 4 °C and used within three days.

Sample preparation for molecular recognition force spectroscopy: avidin with a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL in PBS-Buffer was incubated on freshly cleaved mica for 20 min. After the incubation step the mica was extensively cleaned by rinsing 50 times with 1/10 PBS-Buffer (15 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM NaH~2~PO~4~) and used immediately.

2.2. Nucleopore complex preparation {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------

The nuclear pore complex samples used were nuclear membranes prepared from *Xenopus laevis* oocytes. The oocytes were extracted from *X. laevis* during operation. A single oocyte was put into a BSA coated Petri dish with KHP (nuclear membrane puffer, 90 mM KCl, 10 mM NaCl, 2.2 mM MgCl~2~, 1.1 mM EGTA, and 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 adjusted with KOH). The oocyte was opened using two needles so that the nucleus was spilled out. The nucleus was cleaned in KHP for 5 min to remove the cytosol. The cleaned nucleus was transferred to a cell-TAK modified class slide in ultra-pure water. Afterwards the nucleus was opened with the two preparation needles to dispose the chromatin. The membrane was spanned onto the cell-TAK modified position of the glass slide with the help of the needles. The glass slide with the nucleus membrane was dried and used within 5 days.

### 2.2.1. Class slide modification using cell-TAK {#sec0025}

The class slides were washed with 70% ethanol, rinsed with ultra-pure water and dried in a gently steam of nitrogen. Cell-TAK was diluted 1:6 with KHP Buffer. A 3 μl droplet of the diluted cell-TAK was put on a glass slide and dried for 2 h. The modified glass slide was washed with 70% ethanol, rinsed two times with ultra-pure water and air-dried. The cell-TAK modified class slides were used immediately.

2.3. Bacterial surface layer preparation {#sec0030}
----------------------------------------

All bacterial surface layer measurements were performed on the wildtype protein purified from *Bacillus sphaericus* CCM2177. For this, 1 mg of protein was dissolved in 1 mL GHCl Buffer (5 M GHCl, 50 mM Tris, pH adjusted to 7.2). The obtained solution was dialyzed in 3 L of ultra-pure water for 3 h by changing the water every hour. After dialysis the monomeric solution was centrifuged for 10 min at 4 °C to remove unsolved particles. The concentration of the protein was adjusted to 0.1 mg/mL using ultra-pure water. To start the recrystallization process 10 mM of CaCl~2~ were added. A cleaned silicon chip (5 × 5 mm) was incubated to 1 mL recrystallization solution at room temperature. After 3 h of incubation the silicon chips were gently rinsed with ultra-pure water and stored in physiological PBS-Buffer (1.8 mM KH~2~PO~4~, 10.1 mM Na~2~HPO~4~, 2.7 mM KCl, and 140 mM NaCl, pH adjusted to 7.2). 3 μL of NaN~3~ was added the next day to protect the samples from bacteria. The samples were used within 5 days.

### 2.3.1. Cleaning silicon chips {#sec0035}

5 mm × 5 mm sized silicon chips were cleaned with piranha (3:7 = H~2~O~2~:H~2~SO~4~) for 30 min. Afterwards they were cleaned with ultra-pure water (3 × 5 min) and air-dried. On the next day they were immersed in ethanol (30 min), air-dried and immediately used for incubation.

2.4. AFM imaging {#sec0040}
----------------

All AFM imaging measurements were performed on a Pico Plus setup (Pico SPM II 5500, Agilent, Chandler, USA), all the MRFS measurements were performed on a Pico SPM I setup (Agilent, Chandler, USA). The molecular recognition force microscopy measurements were performed in liquid with sweep duration of 1 s at a *z*-range of 300 nm. Bacterial surface layer measurements were performed in liquid environment using both tapping and contact mode. The nucleopore complex measurements were performed using contact mode in dry state. Tapping mode measurements were performed with different acceleration frequencies using cantilevers with different sizes and characteristics.

3. Results {#sec0045}
==========

3.1. Characterization of small cantilevers {#sec0050}
------------------------------------------

The used cantilevers were significantly smaller than conventional cantilevers, but still large enough to be used with the optical detection system of a conventional AFM system (width of 11 μm for all prototypes). A long 150 nm thick cantilever (Type B) with a low spring constant (about 21 pN/nm) was specially tailored for high sensitivity molecular recognition force spectroscopy (MRFS). In contrast, long 430 nm thick cantilevers (Types C and D) and short 150 nm thick cantilevers (Type A) were designed for imaging of soft biological samples under aqueous and dry condition, both for tapping and contact mode. The latter represented a good compromise between high resonance frequency and low spring constant. Prototypes E and F of 600 nm thickness were mainly used for characterization by electron microscopy. In particular type E turned out too stiff for biological samples and its resonance frequency exceeded the range for tapping mode imaging with our commercial AFM.

First, the silicon oxynitride ([@bib0205]) prototypes were characterized using electron microscopy (EM) so as to determine length, width, thickness, tip shape and radius (see [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A and B, and table in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). Using these dimensions, the spring constant and resonance frequencies were calculated ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, for equations see [supporting information](#sec0085){ref-type="sec"}). Because of the reduced dimensions of these cantilevers the mass of the tip and the different material constants of the reflex coating cannot be neglected. The shape (cone), the height, and the diameter at the base were extracted from the EM measurements. For coating a 10 nm film of chromium as adhesive agent and a 20 nm thick gold layer for laser reflection were used. The main results are summarized in the table of [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} and the calculations are detailed in the [supporting information](#sec0085){ref-type="sec"}. Calculated resonance frequencies were compared with values measured using the AFM frequency plot ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, Type C and D) and they slightly disagree due to several assumptions made for the calculations. More precisely, the tip was treated as point mass at the outer end of the cantilever and the cone shaped tip is partially hollow, so that the exact mass is difficult to determine. In addition the thicknesses of the chromium and gold layer can only be estimated from fabrication parameters. Unfortunately, measuring the spring constant using the more accurate thermal noise method was not possible with the used equipment, because the cantilevers' resonance frequency exceeded the bandwidth of the A/D converter.

3.2. Molecular recognition force spectroscopy {#sec0055}
---------------------------------------------

AFM allows for the measurement of ultra-low inter- and intra- molecular forces on the single molecule level. In molecular recognition force spectroscopy (MRFS) ([@bib0075; @bib0095; @bib0170]) a force is exerted on a receptor/ligand complex and the dissociation process is followed over time. So as to perform this type of measurement between a ligand on the tip and a surface-bound receptor, a careful tip sensor design is required. Therefore the AFM tip had to be chemically modified (see Section [2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"}) and, as a first step, amino groups were generated using either APTES ([@bib0045]) or ethanolamine coating ([@bib0045]). Subsequently, a flexible PEG-Biotin linker was covalently bound to the amino groups on the tip. The suchlike biotin-functionalized AFM sensor was then moved towards the sample containing the cognate receptors (avidin) and subsequently retracted ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). During contact time the biotin on the tip eventually bound to the avidin on the sample surface. Upon retraction the cantilever was bended downwards and a force signal with a distinct shape occurred. This force increased until the ligand receptor bond was broken and the cantilever flipped back into its resting position. From the unbinding event, the binding force between tip tethered ligand and surface bond receptor was determined. Importantly, comparing our prototype cantilever with a typical commercially available force spectroscopy cantilever, the force noise was much lower using the small prototype cantilever ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}).

For a clear discrimination between noise and unbinding, the thermal force fluctuation of the cantilever needs to be significantly lower than the measured forces. Thus the force--distance cycles recorded on the avidin/biotin system were analyzed regarding their thermal fluctuation by extracting 50 nm intercepts from the non-contact regime of the retraction curve. So as to evaluate the quantities of the prototype cantilevers, they were compared to commercially available standard force spectroscopy cantilevers (AUHW MSCT Type B-E, Bruker, USA; OMCL-TR400PSA and BioLever, Olympus, Japan). The spring constant of typical MRFS cantilevers is specified between 6 and 40 pN/nm. More precisely, Type B cantilever showed a spring constant of about 21 pN/nm. The BRUKER AUSHM MSCT B-D ranged from 10 to 30 pN/nm (*B* = 20, *C* = 10, *D* = 30), whereas the Olympus BioLever was the softest available cantilever with a spring of 6 pN/nm. Finally, BRUKER AUHW MSCT Type E, which is usually not used for MFRS, showed a typical spring constant of 100 pN/nm and was compared to Type D cantilever. All measurements were performed using the same setup, same scanner, and same photodiode to minimize instrumental influences.

Evidently, the thermal force fluctuations decreased with lower spring constants ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). Comparing commercial reference cantilevers to our prototypes (SCL) clearly indicated that small cantilevers with similar spring constants have much lower force fluctuations ([Figs. 4 and 5](#fig0020 fig0025){ref-type="fig"}) under the same experimental conditions. In detail, the thermal fluctuation for the Type B cantilever turned out to be 5--6 times lower than BRUKER cantilever B and D. When we compared Type B cantilever to BRUKER C and Olympus BioLever, the fluctuation was still 2--3 times lower, even though the reference cantilevers showed a lower spring constant. Finally, the thermal force fluctuation of Type D, with a value of about 21 pN, was comparable BRUKER E, despite the considerably higher the spring constant (535 pN/nm) ([Figs. 4 and 5](#fig0020 fig0025){ref-type="fig"}).

3.3. Imaging of biological samples under different conditions with higher speed {#sec0060}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The developed cantilever prototypes were utilized for imaging of several biological samples under aqueous and ambient conditions in both tapping and contact mode. As test system for high resolution imaging in liquid bacterial surface layer proteins were separated from *B. sphaericus* and recrystallized on cleaned silicon chips. For imaging in dry state we used cell nuclear membranes from *X. laevi* oocytes so as to visualize the embedded nuclear pore complexes.

### 3.3.1. Tapping mode imaging {#sec0065}

Bacterial surface layers comprise the outer surface layer of some bacteria ([@bib0280]). They consist of proteins which have the ability to self-assemble into monolayers on various surfaces (e.g. silicon), resulting in well defined, regular two-dimensional lattice structures. Depending on the bacterial strain these layers from 5 to 20 nm thick oblique, square or hexagonal structures with a center-to-center spacing of 2.5--35 nm ([@bib0270; @bib0275; @bib0285]). Here *B. sphaericus* CCM2177 ([@bib0120; @bib0190]) was used that forms a 2-D square lattice (p-4 symmetry) with a spacing of about 14 nm and a thickness of 7 nm. As this layer is extremely flat and displays nm-sized features, it is perfectly suited to determine the lateral resolution at different imaging speeds. The overview image in 6A shows a silicon chip densely packed with bacterial surface layer patches (for preparation see Section [2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"}) recorded in contact mode at aqueous conditions using Type D cantilever. Image 6B was recorded in tapping mode in the same environment. The typical square lattice structure with 14 nm ([@bib0310]) can be clearly resolved at larger magnifications ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}B inset). The achieved resolution of the recorded images was comparable to images recorded with conventional cantilevers at low speeds (5 μm/s) ([@bib0310]). The maximum tip velocity, where nm resolution could be observed with Type D cantilever was about 55 μm/s. Therefore the usage of the small cantilever prototypes resulted in a speed increase by a factor of 10, reducing the total recording time of a 512 × 512 pixel high resolution image to less than a minute.

### 3.3.2. Contact mode imaging {#sec0070}

Contact mode imaging in ambient conditions was performed on nuclear membranes in which the nuclear pore complexes (NPC) ([@bib0130; @bib0125; @bib0290]) are embedded. The NPCs are large protein assemblies consisting of about 30 different proteins, the nucleoporines (Nups), each of which exists in several copies ([@bib0235]). In higher eukaryotic cells an NPC assembles 120 of these proteins in total. It reveals an eight-fold rational symmetry normal to the membrane and an asymmetric assembly with respect to the horizontal plane of the membrane ([@bib0090]).

The NPCs were chosen because they represent an example of a rougher protein surface of several tens of nm in *z* scale. Due to their stability they can also be prepared and imaged in ambient conditions. [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}A shows a nuclear membrane in which the embedded nuclear pore complexes (NPC) ([@bib0130]) are clearly visible. The image was recorded using Type D cantilever in contact mode at ambient conditions. The maximum tip velocity for high resolution NPC imaging where the structures could be clearly observed was 33 μm/s ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}A). [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}B shows NPC\'s recorded with a conventional cantilever at 2.5 μm/s. Evidently, the lateral resolution is comparable. In contrast, using a conventional cantilever at high speed (25 μm/s) yields images with much less resolution ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}C).

4. Discussion {#sec0075}
=============

Speeding up AFM imaging often requires tedious electronic developments and usage of special scanners. In this study we aimed at increasing the force sensitivity and the imaging speed of a conventional AFM without any changes to the setup. Enhancements were accomplished by using small and sensitive cantilevers. The force resolution for MRFS experiments was 3--5 times higher than with usual cantilevers. Furthermore we achieved an increase of the imaging speed by a factor of 10, while at the same time retaining the tip sample interaction forces sufficiently low for obtaining high resolution images soft biological samples in fluid. This reduced the time required for recording a 512 × 512 pixel image to less than 1 min. It should be noted that this is still quite far away from video AFM imaging reported by several other groups ([@bib0015; @bib0020; @bib0070; @bib0155; @bib0195; @bib0215; @bib0220]), but nevertheless the achieved increase in scan speed will allow the investigation of the dynamics of many biological processes.

The main challenge of using our prototype cantilevers in a conventional AFM is the small laser reflection area of the cantilever (∼11 μm) compared to the relatively large laser spots of the AFM laser unit (∼30 μm). This makes the detected sum signal up to 10 times lower compared to a conventional cantilever; improvements were achieved by the usage of an amplifying photodiode. Another limitation was the line-rate speed limit of the software used (13 scan lines/s). At much larger line rates however, the resonances of the scanner become a limiting factor. Efforts for reducing these vibrations through input shaping have yielded good results ([@bib0255; @bib0260; @bib0265]). Optimization of imaging speed to video rate requires significant changes and improvements of the whole AFM instrument ([@bib0010]). We believe, however, that the 10-fold increase in performance due to the use of the small cantilevers is sufficient for many interesting biological processes and constitutes a significant improvement for general AFM users.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#sec0085}
==============================
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**Supporting Information Available:** Detailed calculations for the cantilever characterization

![Electron microscope images of prototype cantilevers. (A and B) Typical images used for further characterization. The horn shaped and partly hollow tip from the front side. The upper side of the silicon oxynitride cantilever is coated with chromium as adhesive agent and gold for laser reflection. The tip was visualized as cone with a height of about 3 μm and a base radius of about 2 μm. The radius of the curvature is about 5--10 nm for the sharpest cantilevers. (C) The measured resonance frequency for the short 430 nm cantilever (Type C) is about 600 kHz. (D) The measured resonance frequency is about 280 kHz for the long 430 nm (Type D) cantilever. (E) Image of the 430 nm thick cantilevers (Type C and D).](gr1){#fig0005}

![The chart in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} shows a summary of the results of the different characterized cantilever prototypes. The cantilever prototypes combine low spring constant with a high resonance frequency when compared to common cantilevers. The long 430 nm thick (Type D) and the short 150 nm thick (Type A) cantilevers were used for high speed imaging at nanometer resolution in contact and tapping mode. The long 150 nm thick (Type B) cantilever was used for MRFS on avidin/biotin test system, showing lower thermal fluctuations then conventional cantilevers with similar spring constant. The long and short 600 nm (Type E and F) cantilever was only used for EM imaging and characterization. The difference in the measured and calculated frequencies for Type C and D cantilever is mainly due to meanderings of the cantilever dimensions, the reflex coating, the tip mass and the shape of the tip.](gr2){#fig0010}

![[Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} shows a typical force distance cycle with a specific unbinding event using a chemically modified cantilever prototype (Type B). Force distance cycles were recorded on avidin adsorbed to freshly cleaved mica. The inset shows a typical force distance cycle recorded on the same system using a Bruker MSCT C (10 pN/nm) cantilever. Obviously it can be seen that the force noise is much lower using the small prototype cantilever.](gr3){#fig0015}

![[Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} shows force noise traces of different cantilevers which are common in molecular recognition force spectroscopy (MRFS). All curves have been extracted from force distance cycles, showing 50 nm ranges of the non-contact region of the retrace at the same loading rate (1 s sweep duration, 600 nm force distance cycles, 2000 data points). (A and B) Force noise traces of the Type B and Type D prototype cantilevers. The 150 nm cantilever with a spring constant of 21 pN/nm showed the lowest thermal force noise. BRUKER Cant. (B) ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}E, 20 pN/nm), (C) ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}F, 10 pN/nm) and (D) ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}G, 30 pN/nm) and the Olympus BioLever ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}C, 6 pN/nm) and TSP400 ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}D, 20 pN/nm) cantilever showed higher thermal force fluctuations.](gr4){#fig0020}

![The diagram in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the thermal force fluctuation analysis for common MRFS cantilever and the prototype cantilevers. Type D cantilever showed a thermal fluctuation of about 22 pN which is comparable to Bruker cantilever E (∼28 pN). Type B cantilever showed a thermal fluctuation of about 1.4 pN which is about 5 times lower when compared with Bruker cantilever B, and about 3 times lower when compared with Bruker cantilever C and Olympus BioLever.](gr5){#fig0025}

![Bacterial surface layer from *Bacillus Sphaericus* were imaged with up to ten times higher speed compared to common cantilevers. (A) Overview image recorded in contact mode using Type D cantilever. Imaging speed was about 55 μm/s (∼10 lines/s). (B) Larger magnification image. The typical lattice structure with a constant of 14 nm constant is clearly visible (see inset). Image recorded in tapping mode with nm resolution using the Type C Cantilever.](gr6){#fig0030}

![(A) Nuclear pore complexes imaged with Type D cantilever using contact mode at ambient conditions. (B) The imaging speed of 12 lines per second was about ten times higher than in (A) using the same cantilever. (C) Conventional cantilever at a speed of 10 lines/s yielded images with much less resolution.](gr7){#fig0035}
